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About the Project 

The NSF-funded Exhibit Design for Girls’ Engagement (EDGE) research project identified a 
set of nine Design Attributes that positively improve girls’ engagement with STEM exhibits.

We decided to take this research a step further and explore how incorporating EDGE 
design attributes within area design -- via colorful labels and supplementary exhibit 
experiences -- might enhance visitors’ experiences for areas.

The idea to do this grew from our realization that some existing Exploratorium STEM 
exhibits are difficult to retrofit with EDGE attributes.
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https://www.exploratorium.edu/education/research-evaluation/edge


We chose the Motors & Coils exhibit area for this experiment.

WHY:  
The Motors & Coils area held an interesting potential to explore how supporting visitors in 
making  real-life connections with challenging STEM topics (e.g., electromagnetic motors in 
household appliances) might improve engagement.

The Motors & Coils area also had room for growth in supporting girls’ engagement as:

◉ These exhibits rated low for girls’ engagement in the 2016 EDGE research study.

◉ Museum staff regularly observe visitors of all ages showing less interest in, and 
spending less time at, these exhibits versus other exhibit areas.

About the Evaluation 
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The EDGE Refurb Team wanted to use the Design Attributes to creatively:

Clue visitors in to the specific area theme (motor and coil technology) to improve 
content understanding.

Create opportunities for visitors to make real-life connections with the area 
theme to improve exhibit engagement.

Add warmth to the corridor so that the atmosphere feels more playful and 
welcoming.

Area Design Goals
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The EDGE Design Guide1 recommends exploring which attributes might be most synergistic to 
an exhibit’s content, affordances, and go with the ones that makes sense.  For this reason, the 
team decided to focus on using the below EDGE Design Attributes:

Familiar Objects

WHY: Everyday things offer visitors a familiar entry point or help show how an 
exhibit idea is applied to the real world. Many household appliances are powered 
by technology that uses motors and coils.

Image of a Person
WHY: Adding the image of a person can add real-world context or help visitors use 
the exhibit(s).

Area Design Attributes

51 Exhibit Designs for Girls’ Engagement: A Guide to the EDGE Design Attributes, p. 8

https://www.exploratorium.edu/sites/default/files/pdfs/EDGE_GuideToDesignAttributes_v16.pdf


We wanted to better understand, how did each EDGE design addition affect...

Visitors’ perceptions of the low-engagement STEM area?

 Visitors’ interest and engagement with area content?

Changes in experience based on visitors’ genders?C

Evaluation Goals

A

B
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Phase 1:
Assess how 

visitors 
interact and 
understand 
area before 

EDGE design 
additions are 
introduced.

Phase 2:
Assess visitor 

experience after adding 
small, round orange 

labels to each exhibit; a 
Motors Video Station; 

and an Everyday Object 
Vitrine.

Phase 3:
Assess visitor 

experience after 
adding a large wall sign 
that reads “Motors” (in 
addition to all Phase 2 

design additions).

Evaluation Phases
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We wanted to understand how visitors of all ages 
viewed and experienced the Motors & Coils area 
exhibits before introducing EDGE design 
additions to the space.

Collecting this baseline data was an important 
way to be sure we could compare the phases to 
learn what impact the EDGE design additions 
had on visitors’ experiences in the area.

Phase 1: Baseline
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Above: An overhead camera view of the Electricity & 
Motors gallery, which houses the Motors & Coils area 
(circled in orange).



For Phase 2, we added three new EDGE design additions: round orange exhibit labels, a 
motors video station, and an everyday objects vitrine.

 We then assessed the area to measure visitor interest and engagement.  

Phase 2: First Design Additions
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Above: The Motors & Coils area after installing the Phase 2 design additions.



Round orange labels were attached to each Motors & Coils exhibit to add warmth to the 
area atmosphere. Each label also adds a line of content to better highlight the ‘motors’ area 
theme.

Phase 2: Design Details
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Above: A close up of one of the four orange 
exhibit labels. Each exhibit has a slightly 
different one-sentence explanation.



The Motors Video Station adds the EDGE design attribute of an image of a person.  In 
addition to giving real-life context, the video intends to help people use the exhibits as the 
speaker references the actual Motors & Coils exhibits on either side of the listeners when 
explaining how motors work.

Above: A  screenshot of the motors video.
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Phase 2: Design Details, cont. 



The Everyday Object Vitrine showcases familiar objects.

Each item has a cutout exposing its electric motor.  By pushing a 
button, visitors can see how the blender motor operates. The other 
items in the case--a drill and house fan--are not interactive.

Above: A close-up of the vitrine. 12

Phase 2: Design Details, cont. 



Phase 3: Wall Sign Addition
For Phase 3, we added a wall sign that read “Motors” in orange text to the wall above the Motors 
& Coils area.  All Phase 2 design additions remained in place.  Then, we measured visitor 
interest and engagement a third time.
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Above: The Motors & Coils area after installing the Motors wall sign 
(circled in orange).



Methods & Limitations
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We recruited participants with the same protocol for each phase.

WHAT WE DID
Visitors were randomly selected as they exited the Motors & Coils area.  We approached the 
visitor and asked if they had used or watched others use a couple of exhibits in the area.  
Only those who self-reported that they used or watched others use two or more exhibits were 
invited to participate in our interview.  Interview responses were then coded and analysed 
using descriptive statistics.

WHEN WE COLLECTED DATA

Phase 1 = May 2019
Phase 2 = June 2019
Phase 3 = June 2019

Methods
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Phase 1  (N=25)
Female: 13
Male: 12

Adults (18+): 18
Minors (8-17): 7

Visiting with Kids: 14
Without Kids: 11

Phase 2  (N=25)
Female: 15
Male: 10

Adults (18+): 20
Minors (8-17): 5

Visiting with Kids: 14
Without Kids: 11

Phase 3  (N=25)
Female: 13
Male: 12

Adults (18+): 19
Minors (8-17): 6

Visiting with Kids: 12
Without Kids: 13

Methods: Visitor Demographics
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Methods: Visitors’ Prior Experience  (All Phases)
We asked visitors if they had any special interest or background that might have helped them understand what they 
saw in the Motors & Coils area.  This helps us gain more context for understanding their answers. There were no 
differences of prior experience between the three phases.

Little to None
0

10

20

Some
(Hobbies, Classes, etc.)

Expert-Level
(Professional/Deep Interest)

30
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Methods: Prior Experience by Gender  (All Phases)
➔ Male visitors were more likely to self-report a high level of prior experience.

➔ All visitors with high prior experience referenced their career or deep personal interest.

Little to None
0

10

20

Some
(Hobbies, Classes, etc.)

Expert-Level
(Professional or Deep Interest)

Male-presenting visitors (N= 34)
Female-presenting visitors (N=41)
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SMALL SAMPLE SIZE:  We spoke with a relatively small number of visitors for each phase of the 
evaluation (N=25 per phase, N=75 total).  Ideally, we would have preferred a larger sample size 
but faced time constraints.

LOW PARTICIPATION BY MINORS:  There was a low participation rate for recruited minors.  This 
limits our ability to analyze the data specifically for the experiences of girls aged 12- 18.  For this 
reason, we widened our analysis to look for gender difference and decided to not pursue 
analysis by age group.

MOTORS WALL SIGN:  We intended the “Motors” sign (added in Phase 3) to be a whimsical 
viewing experience with motorized components.  Due to time and resource constraints, the 
sign was made to be text-only instead.

Limitations
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Highlights
of Findings
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Highlights: Design Goals
GOAL #1:  Clue visitors in to the specific area theme (motor and coil technology) to improve 
content understanding and engagement.

RESULTS:

 ✔       Adding the round orange labels and EDGE design additions in Phase 2 led to higher 
            rates of accurate area theme understanding and area interest, with no gender differences.

🔻 When compared to Phase 2, Phase 3 (when the text-only Motors sign was installed) showed:

- A decline in female visitors’ accurate area theme understanding.

- A decline in male visitors’ rate of area interest and references to specific exhibits 
when asked how they determined the area theme, suggesting reduced engagement.

- A decline in all visitors’ noticing the Everyday Objects Vitrine and Motors Video 
Station.
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GOAL #2:  Create opportunities for visitors to make real-life connections with the area theme to 
improve exhibit engagement.

RESULTS:

✔   After adding familiar objects to the area in Phase 2, visitors’ mentioning of specific exhibits 
       increased from Phase 1 baseline levels which suggests improved exhibit engagement.

✔   Many visitors who commented on the Everyday Objects Vitrine spoke positively about...

...being surprised to find common household objects in the area.

...getting a unique chance to see inside these familiar objects.

...enjoying the connection between the objects and the motor exhibits nearby.

Highlights: Design Goals
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GOAL #3:  Add warmth to the corridor so that the atmosphere feels more playful and welcoming.

RESULTS:

In Phase 2 and 3:
✔   Visitors were more likely to report feeling ‘Very Welcome’ in the area.
✔   Visitors were more likely to feel the area was playful.

Highlights: Design Goals
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Findings
in Detail
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Findings on 
Area Theme Understanding

1
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Did Visitors Understand the Area Theme?
We asked visitors if they got a sense of a common theme or idea between the exhibits in the area to learn the change in 
visitors’ understanding of the specific area content. Visitors replied that they got the sense the area theme was about 
motors & coils (M&C), about a different STEM topic (non-M&C), or that they didn’t know. 

M&C
0

N = 25

non
M&C

don’t 
know M&C non

M&C
don’t 
know

M&C non
M&C

don’t 
know

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3
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Area Theme Understanding by Gender

M&C
0

25

non
M&C

don’t 
know M&C non

M&C
don’t 
know

M&C non
M&C

don’t 
know

Male-presenting visitors
Female-presenting visitors

We also looked for patterns in visitors’ responses on area theme understanding by gender.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3
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How Did Visitors Determine the Area Theme?
We asked visitors what it was that helped them understand the area theme. People who named exhibits are theorized to be 
more likely to have had a memorable (i.e., engaging) exhibit experience than those who only mention generic area visuals, 
such as “all the magnets” or “the wires everywhere”.  

We also looked at whether people who mentioned exhibits specifically called out M&C exhibits.

exhibits
0

20
PHASE 1

area 
visuals

don’t 
know / 
other

PHASE 2 PHASE 3

exhibits area 
visuals

don’t 
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other
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Determining Area Theme by Gender
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We also looked at possible gender differences in how visitors came to understand the area theme. 
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Area Theme Summary
✔     The Phase 2 design additions led to higher rates of accurate area theme understanding.

✔     The Phase 2 design additions also positively increased exhibit engagement, as 
          shown by the higher rate of visitors’ ability to name exhibits* when asked what helped 
          them understand the area theme.

*Motor & Coil exhibits were not always the named exhibits. However, we consider an increase in visitors’ abilities to 
reference any specific exhibits to hint at deeper levels of engagement.

🔻 The Phase 3 installation of the text-only Motors sign led to a lower rate of accurate area 
theme understanding and exhibit engagement from the improved Phase 2 levels.

🔻 Male visitors in Phase 3 were less likely to mention an exhibit as what helped them understand 
the area theme than female visitors, suggesting a reduced rate of exhibit engagement for male 
visitors after the Motors sign was installed.** 

**This surprised us, as we had hypothesized that the sign (since people were likely to read it before deciding to use the 
exhibits)  would be more likely to reduce female visitors’ interest in the area, due to motors being a STEM topic that is 
strongly related to male-dominated professions and hobbies. 30



2
Findings on 
Overall Area Interest
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Yes, 
specific 
exhibits

M&C

Interest / Surprise
We asked visitors if there was anything they found interesting or surprising in the area. 

People who named specific exhibits are therefore considered to be more likely to have had an engaging exhibit experience 
than those who only mention “everything”  (a comment we interpret as being a blanket response given when the visitor 
cannot recall a specific, memorable experience). We also noted when visitors named an M&C exhibit in particular.
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M&C

M&C

Interest / Surprise by Gender

Male-presenting visitors
Female-presenting visitors

We also looked for gender differences in what visitors found interesting or surprising. 
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Interest / Surprise Summary
Phase 1:  Before the design additions, many visitors said something was interesting or 
surprising but couldn’t articulate what was surprising or interesting to them. 

✔       Phase 2 had the highest overall rate of interest and/or surprise out of all three phases.

✔       Phase 2 also had the highest overall rate of visitors naming specific exhibits when
            asked what was interesting or surprising.

🔻 Phase 3 had the lowest overall rate of interest and/or surprise and the lowest overall 
rate visitors’ naming specific exhibits out of all three phases. 

○ Male visitors were less likely to report feeling surprise or interest in the area, and 
those who did report feeling surprise or interest were less likely to name specific 
exhibits than during Phase 2. 

○ Female visitors named fewer M&C exhibits than during Phase 2.
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3
Findings on 
Overall Area Atmosphere
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Welcoming vs. Intimidating Atmosphere
We asked visitors to share how playful vs. serious the atmosphere felt.

0

25

Neutral Intimidating

PHASE 1

Welcoming

PHASE 2 PHASE 3

Neutral IntimidatingWelcoming Neutral IntimidatingWelcoming
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Welcoming vs. Intimidating Atmosphere
We asked visitors to share how playful vs. serious the atmosphere felt.
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Male-presenting visitors
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Playful vs. Serious Atmosphere
We asked visitors to share how playful vs. serious the atmosphere felt.

0
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Neutral Serious

PHASE 1

Playful Neutral Serious
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Playful Neutral Serious

PHASE 3

Playful
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Playful vs. Serious Atmosphere by Gender
We asked visitors to share how playful vs. serious the atmosphere felt.
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Area Atmosphere Summary

✔       Visitors seemed to feel generally welcomed in the area in each phase.  However, the 
Phase 2 and 3 additions led to….

...a slightly improved rate of female visitors feeling welcomed in the area.

…a higher rate of feeling the area was playful than in Phase 1.

 
✔       Phase 3 had the highest rate of feeling the area was playful for male and female 

visitors.  This suggests that the additional color brought into the space by the Motors 
wall sign may have positively enhanced the playfulness of the area atmosphere.
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4
Findings on Visitors Making 
Real-life Connections
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familiar object /
real-life connection

Real-Life Connections
We looked at responses from visitors who said they found something surprising or interesting to also learn how often 
people brought up having a familiar object/real-life connection in the area.
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familiar object /
real-life connection

Real-Life Connections by Gender
We also looked to see if there were gender differences in how often people brought up having a familiar object/real-life 
connection in the area.
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Real-Life Connections Summary

✔       Phase 2 had the highest rate of visitors feeling surprised or interested by a real-life 
            connection in the area.

○ Most of these visitors were female. Only a small number of male visitors in Phase 2 
mentioned being surprised or interested by a real-life connection in the area.

🔻 Phase 1 and Phase 3 had the same number of overall visitors who mentioned finding a 
real-life connection in the area, but there was a gender imbalance.

○ In Phase 1 (pre-design additions), only female visitors mentioned a real-life 
connection.

○ In Phase 3 (after the Motors sign was installed), only male visitors mentioned a 
real-life connection.
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5
Findings on the Everyday Object 
Vitrine and Motors Video Station
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Phase 3 showed a decline in engagement for both the 
Everyday Objects Vitrine and Motors Video Station.

WHY’S THAT?
Phase 3 introduced a text-only wall sign that read 
‘Motors’. We hypothesize that this text-only design:

● Reduced the natural curiosity that typically 
leads visitors to engage with exhibits.

● Led visitors to assume they understood the 
area content and more quickly decide to move on 
to other areas.

When there was no wall sign (Phase 2), visitors may have been more curious and 
interested in exploring the vitrine or listening at the video station.

Lowered Engagement in Phase 3

Above: The Motors wall sign was installed in between 
the Motors Video Station and Everyday Objects Vitrine.
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In Phase 2, most people noticed the vitrine.

✔      68% noticed and used.
◉ 8% noticed and did not use
◉ 24% did not notice

In Phase 3:

◉ Only 40% noticed and used
🔻 24% noticed and did not use
🔻 36% did not notice

Everyday Objects Vitrine

Above: The Everyday Objects Vitrine.
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Seeing inside a familiar item was an exciting new experience...
→ “To see insides, to see the motors and see how they work.”
→ “I liked seeing the cross section of things.”

...and there was an appealing real-life connection...
→ “That I was able to look at a common appliance and see a motor, 
which I literally know nothing about.”
→ “Showing stuff like that, that’s at our house, that’s cool.”

...but some visitors wanted to see more with the motors.
→ “I was hoping to see a little bit more of the motor interacting with 
the machine.”
→ “Definitely hard to see in the nooks and crannies, but of course you can't 
strip it down all the way.”

Everyday Object Vitrine: What Visitors Said

Above: A close up of the blender’s 
exposed motor, with labels attached to 
point out the hard-to-see coils.
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The interactive aspect of the vitrine felt easy-to-use...
→ “I like that it’s simple, you just press the button.”
→ “I could watch something happen quickly. Both my kids wanted to do 
it after I did it.”

...but some visitors were confused about why only the blender 
was interactive... 

→ “The other items in the case light up but don’t really do anything.”
→ “Only one is working.”
→ “I’m not entirely sure what the fan or power drill are in there for.”

...and others felt confused if the ping pong balls in the blender 
didn’t move properly.

→ “The motor moved, but the balls didn’t seem to move.”
→ “I thought the balls were gonna float up, they just moved around.”

Everyday Object Vitrine: What Visitors Said
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Above: A close up of the 
vitrine and the red button, 
which made the blender 
motor move (causing the ping 
pong balls inside to spin).



In Phase 2, few visitors noticed or engaged 
with the video station.

◉ 20% noticed and used.
◉ 16% noticed and did not use
◉ 64% did not notice

In Phase 3:

◉ 12% noticed and used
◉ 12% noticed and did not use
🔻 76% did not notice

Motors Video Station

Above: The Motors Video Station.  This was installed 
directly against the wall in between two motors & 
coils exhibits.
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Watching a person demonstrating how to use the exhibits was helpful...
→ “It was cool to see an explanation about the exhibits around us.”
→ “The guy showed how to do everything.”

...but watching a video was not interesting.
→ “Honestly, that sort of thing doesn’t attract me as much as the interactive stuff.”
→ “I thought, ‘Eh, it’s like YouTube’. I want to play with things, not listen.”

The magnetic earpieces were interesting.
→ “I thought the earphone was cool, I wanted to use it to see how it worked. Fit the 
area [theme].”
→ “I liked how the headphones are so magnetic, no pun intended! My daughter picked one up 
and just put it right to her head.”

Motors Video Station: What Visitors Said
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Recommendations
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONSIDER:

✔   Continue to explore the potential of interpretive and colorful graphic 
      elements, such as colorful round labels, as a means to spark curiosity and accurate 
        understanding of STEM topic themes in galleries where exhibits are difficult to 
        retrofit with EDGE design attributes.

✔  Continue playing with ways of displaying familiar objects in innovative and 
     interactive ways as a means to foster real-life connections with STEM topics.

✘   Reconsider using a video station for adding image of a person to the area unless the 
      station can be installed in an eye-catching way that encourages visitor engagement.

Design Recommendations
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✘   Avoid text-only wall signs. 

- The Phase 3 text-only wall sign addition reduced many Phase 2 design successes back to 
baseline levels. 

- Possibly, the sign reduced visitors’ curiosity to explore the area in-depth and led them to 
(consciously or unconsciously) decide to move on more quickly due to less interest in the topic, 
or a desire to explore exhibits featuring new or more surprising STEM topics.

✔  Experiment with whimsical, object-based wall sign designs that align with 

      EDGE goals. Teams are encouraged to budget for time and material resources in order 
      to successfully explore this idea! 

Design Recommendations, cont.
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